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The scent market is big busi-
ness. However, to sell more
scents a dealer has to have a

variety of high quality scents on
hand to give his customers a choice.
In addition, he must be ready to
explain to his customers the best
scent to use under specific hunting
conditions.

When I was in high school, a
friend and I ran a trapline for
muskrats, beaver, and fox. On many
of our sets we used a lure specifically
formulated to attract each species.
We never got rich but we did catch
fur attributing at least part of our
success to the scent we used. 

O.L. Butcher, Pete Rickard, S.
Stanley Hawbaker, and E.J. Daily,
were all well-known names in the
trapping business and each had his
own line of animal lures. Because of
our catches, my partner and I were at
least reasonably convinced these
scents worked and so, we always
used them. 

I quit trapping when I went to

college but the memory of how well
some of these scents attracted ani-
mals stayed with me. As a neophyte
bowhunter I was always looking for
an edge and at the time wondered if
the few scents available would be as
effective as the scents we used on
our trapline. As a result, I began
experimenting with deer scent and
over the years I tried many kinds and
types. 

Deer rely on their noses for find-
ing food, for finding each other, or
for eluding danger so; it stands to
reason when used properly at the
right time of year, a natural scent
should be effective. 

Sex scents are probably the most
commonly sold deer scents and the
ones most used by hunters.
Currently most sex scents contain
rutting buck urine, buck or doe urine
with musk, or doe urine with estrus
secretions. 

Territorial scents containing
non-rut buck urine or non-estrus
doe urine and combined with gland
secretions are also very popular.
Most territorial scents contain
extracts from a deer’s tarsal or inter-
digital glands and are intended to
make deer think another deer
recently passed through the area or
to challenge a buck’s dominance for
the breeding doe in his area. 

Conversely, urine obtained from
an estrus doe can possibly make a
rutting buck think a doe in his area is
ready to breed. Research conducted
at the Pennsylvania State University
proved a buck will react to a sexual
stimulus at any time so, using a scent
such as rutting buck urine or estrus
doe urine can be an effective strate-
gy when used early in the season.

Scrapes are a virtual smorgas-
bord of odors left by bucks and con-
tain urine and pheromones from the
interdigital, forehead, preorbital,
and tarsal glands. Products contain-
ing these odors allow a hunter to cre-
ate a mock scrape to attract bucks
throughout the season. 

Scents are popular because they
work. A dealer keeping a supply of
quality scents on hand can increase
sales and thus profits by providing a
variety of scents from which his cus-
tomers can choose. Fortunately,
there are a number of high quality
products that will not only add to
store profits but will contribute pic-
tures to the “Brag Board” as well. 

To attract and to deceive a
mature buck, primarily during the
early part of hunting season, mdr
Outdoor Group has devised a revo-
lutionary line of products designed
to make a buck feel there is an
intruder in his territory. The system
begins with making a mock scrape

24Seven Dominant Buck Granular Scent
features a time-released granular formu-
lation combining premium dominant
buck urine with mature buck tarsal gland
extract. It works well when used in mock
scrapes or for laying down scent trails.

Muzzy Scrape Juice
is a secret blend of
deer secretions,
musk, and other deer
attracting ingredi-
ents that are
designed to lead
deer right to a
hunter’s stand and to
make them hang
around for a perfect
shot. Scrape Juice’s
Bowhunter’s Set-up,
Deerhunter’s Set-up
and Dominant Buck
have a secret trap-
per’s solution the
company says deer
can’t resist.

Wildlife Research
Golden Estrus Gel
is the same estrus
enhanced, natural
whitetail doe
urine as Golden
Estrus except it
comes in a thick
gel that holds up
better in bad
weather. It comes
in a 1 ounce
amber glass bot-
tle with an extra
wide cap.
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using the company’s 24Seven
Branch Magic, a gel containing pre-
orbital and forehead gland secre-
tions. The mock scrape should be
made under a tree with an overhang-

ing branch 4 to 5 feet off the ground.
The hunter should then treat the
branch by brushing the time-
released gel 6 to 12 inches from the
tip of the branch. This will create a
licking branch where a deer will find
it. Once discovered, a buck will fre-
quently re-visit the site seeking the
intruder. 

As the season progresses,
hunters may want to use 24Seven
Dominant Buck Supercharged
Granular Scent to treat their home-
made scrapes. Its time released gran-
ules, combined with premi-
um dominant buck urine
and mature buck tarsal
gland extract, give a mature
buck the impression a new
buck is attempting to estab-
lish himself in his territory.
When using this scent in a
mock scrape, emphasize to
customers it is important to
continue treating the licking
branch with 24Seven Branch
Magic. Both products should
be reapplied every five to
seven days. 

An excellent time to start
laying scent trails is when
bucks begin chasing does.

24Seven Doe Estrus Granules can be
lightly sprinkled along the ground as
a hunter walks to his stand. If a buck
crosses the scent trail he is likely to
follow it to where the hunter can get
a shot. For further information con-
tact mdr Outdoor Group, 2330
Whitney Ave., Hamden, CT 06518.
Phone (888) 648-3718.

Don Garbow founded Buck Stop
Lure Company Inc. in 1953 when he
came upon the idea of using concen-
trated liquid scent to attract deer. In

Tink’s Trophy Buck Lure and Intruder Tarsal Gland is 100
percent natural Tarsal Gland musk activated with Tink’s
Trophy Buck lure. The natural tarsal gland produces the
odor of a rutting buck once it is activated with the Trophy
Buck scent. This is a great combination to use in natural
scrapes and mock scrapes.

Mrs. Doe Pee Freeze Dried Urine is shipped with its own supply of dis-
tilled water so that the product remains as pure and as potent as the day
it was collected.

The 200 Proof
Display Box is
just one of the
ways Buck Stop
helps dealers
save time and
make sales dur-
ing  peak season.
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24 Seven Branch Magic Buck Licking
Branch Gel is a blend of pre-orbital and
forehead gland scent blended into a gel
making it easy to apply. The gel has a
time-release formula helping it last up to
seven days when applied in the field.
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1971, Buck Stop introduced Mate-
Triks, the Original Doe-In-Heat
Scent. Mate-Triks was the first com-
mercially packaged scent containing
whitetail doe estrus urine combined
with natural hormones and
pheromone secretions. 

A few years ago, refinements in
the collection techniques at the Buck
Stop farm allowed the company to
introduce 200 Proof, which contains
urine collected during the hottest
hours of a doe’s estrus cycle. It has
become the company’s most potent
doe-in-heat scent because it is
loaded with hormones and
pheromones. Next to Mate Triks, 200
Proof is the most popular scent in
the Buck Stop line. 

Ruck ‘N Buck is strong, effective,
territorial buck urine whose value
comes from the fact a rutting buck
can go wild trying to find the new
buck interloping on his territory.
This scent comes in 2 ounce bottles
and is best used prior to the onset of
the rut. X-Cell is another of Buck
Stop’s premium lures and it is a

freshness dated estrus scent avail-
able only from late September
through November. 

In the late 1990’s, Buck Stop
began experimenting with powerful
blended scents appealing to a buck’s
basic instinct. “Five” is a blend of
urine collected from rutting bucks
and estrus does with the addition of
three other ingredients. 

When Buck Stop developed
“Five,” they also discovered the new
popularly priced Alure. This scent is
not as concentrated as Five although
it does contain rutting buck and
doe-in-heat urine from the compa-
ny’s deer herd. The additional ingre-
dients in this scent are designed to
calm and attract deer. 

An additional entry into Buck
Stop’s line of premium deer scents is
Charge II. This scent is a powerful
combination of tarsal glands and
rutting buck urine and is designed to
bring out the aggressive nature of a
mature, rutting buck. This scent
comes in a 2 ounce bottle and

should be used during the pre-rut
and rut phases of the hunting sea-
son. 

Buc Plus is a superior buck
attractant blending rutting buck
urine with just the right amount of
estrus doe urine. When used around
scrapes or bedding areas, it can
make the dominant buck come look-
ing for the doe or the intruder. 

Supreme Buck Urine is urine
taken from a non-rutting buck and
will not spook does or lesser bucks,
yet it is extremely attractive to any
mature trophy buck. This scent can
be used all season long but it is best
used to lay down scent trails or
applied to scrapes. It comes in blister
carded 1-1/4 ounce plastic bottles
that can be easily hung on display in
dealer’s stores. 

Buck Stop Gland-U-Lure is a liq-
uid all-season buck attractant col-
lected from non-estrus does. This
scent is an excellent cover scent and
when used with a food lure, it gives
deer a sense of security while feed-

84 Circle 207 on Response Card

H.S. Natural Doe Urine is collected during the pre- and post-rut period. A great calming
scent, it can be used around a hunter’s stand to calm skittish deer. For ease of applica-
tion, and economical use, each 2 ounce bottle comes with an atomizer for misting vege-
tation around the stand.

H.S. Tarsal Supreme is a 100 percent pure tarsal gland scent that arouses the territorial
instinct of bucks. It is most effective during the pre-rut and rut phase of the hunting sea-
son. An eyedropper comes with each 1 ounce amber bottle making it easy to apply
when making a mock scrape or for freshening a real scrape.

Prime Time Dominant Buck Urine is real buck-in-rut urine that can fire up a buck’s terri-
torial urges. It comes in 2 ounce amber bottles with an atomizer for misting vegetation
or when making mock scrapes.
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ing. Gland-U-Lure TR comes in a 2
ounce Time Release Formula so that
the product releases its odor over a
longer period. Use Gland-U-Lure
and Gland-U-Lure TR for laying a
scent trail or for season long use
around bedding and feeding areas.
The liquid products put out a
stronger scent while the TR gel lasts
longer.

Buck Beads is the same deer
attracting scent as Gland-U-Lure but
its encapsulated beads last longer
and can be effective for days. It
comes in a 5.75 ounce plastic spill
proof bottle and once sprinkled on
the ground, the liquid contained in
the biodegradable beads slowly
migrates to the surface and is
released as a vapor.  

To help dealers make sales, Buck
Stop is offering newer packaging,
logos, camo-trimmed boxes, backup
cards, and labels making products
easy to find on any shelf in the store.
In addition, Buck Stop offers ongo-
ing dealer support by running full
page and half-page ads throughout
the year in leading national and
regional bow hunting magazines.  

It should be noted, Buck Stop
puts their address on every package
and offers consumers a 100 percent
satisfaction guarantee. If for any rea-
son a customer is dissatisfied with
any Buck Stop product, they need
only return the unused portion for a
full refund or replacement. Contact:
Buck Stop Lure Company Inc., P.O.
Box 636, Stanton, MI 48888-0636.
Phone (800) 477-2368 (4R SCENT). 

Hunter’s Specialties located in
Cedar Rapids Iowa has been in busi-
ness since 1977 and produces a
number of quality deer scents. H.S.
Primetime Whitetail Natural Doe
Urine is natural whitetail doe urine
collected before and after the rut.
This scent is best used around the
hunter’s stand to make approaching
deer feel other deer have been there.
This puts them at ease and unaware
of the nearby hunter. 

H.S. Primetime Premium Doe
Estrus is a 100 percent natural, rut
tested, doe-in-heat urine collected
during the prime estrus cycle of
whitetail does and works well in

mock scrapes. In addition, it con-
tains secretions taken during the 24-
36 hour breeding period. This scent
comes in 2 ounce amber bottles with
an atomizer for spraying. 

H.S. Primetime Premium Doe
Estrus Plus is an amped up version
of the company’s Premium Doe
Estrus. It is collected during a deer’s
24-36 hour estrus cycle and then
spiked with potent sexual and terri-
torial deer musk. This produces a
special blend of scents that stimulate
and challenge a mature buck’s natur-
al hormonal urges. This scent is
excellent when used in mock scrapes
or for laying down a scent trail.

H.S. Primetime Tarsal Supreme
Signature Series is designed to fire
up a buck’s territorial instinct when
it’s used during the rut. This scent
comes in 1 ounce amber bottles with
an eyedropper applicator for precise
placement of the product. 

To maximize the effectiveness of
a territorial scent, hunters should
also use buck urine to convince a
dominant buck of the presence of an
intruder. Primetime Whitetail

Dominant Buck Urine comes in 2
ounce amber bottles with an atomiz-
er for effective scent placement.
Contact: Hunter’s Specialties 6000
Huntington Ct., N.E., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa 52402. Phone (319) 395-0321. 

Muzzy Products Corporation in
Cartersville, Georgia is well known
for its line of broadheads but it also
makes a limited line of deer scents
that are popular with many
bowhunters. Muzzy’s Scrape Juice
and Scrape Juice Set Up are urine
based attractant scents that can be
used throughout the entire bow and
gun seasons. According to Muzzy
Operations Manager Tim Mangum,
both products contain 14 all-natural
ingredients that are formulated and
mixed at the Georgia plant. Mangum
said the exact formula for both of
these attractants is proprietary but
they contain no artificial ingredients
or aromas. 

Muzzy’s Original Dominant
Buck Scrape Juice mimics the terri-
torial smell of a musky buck and,
according to Mangum, is best used

In Stock and Ready for Delivery!

Blue Ridge Hunter 
58” available 40-60# 

NEW TRADITION

Available through the following Distributors:

Adirondack Hunter
68” available 40-60#

Adirondack Hunter Deluxe 
68” available 40-60#

TRADITIONAL
SERIES

800.822.8728 / EllettBrothers.com

800.356.2209 / HHarchery.com

800.225.0903 / JakesArchery.com

800.366.4269 / KinseyArchery.com

800.727.3462 / PapesInc.com

US-Magnum 1000 XR Scale 
15,432 grain max. ± 1.5 grain accuracy

US-250 Mini Pocket  Scale 
3858 grain max. ± 1.5 grain

Tru-Turn Peep w/Tubing 
Avail. in 3/32”, 1/8”, 3/16” & 1/4” sizes

Camo Bow Hoist Rope 
Heavy-duty pull-up rope available in 

20’ and 30’ Lengths

It’sThe Beginning of a

Circle 108 on Response Card
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in making mock scrapes or to fresh-
en an existing scrape. Contact:
Muzzy Products, 110 Beasley Rd.,
Cartersville, GA 30120. Phone  (866)
387-9307.

Wildlife Research Center in
Ramsey, Minnesota is celebrating its
25th anniversary in 2008 with new
packaging for its popular Trail’s End
#307 Deer Lure. This product is a
highly refined formulation of rare
and expensive ingredients that was
painstakingly developed and tested
before being brought to market in
1983. This combination of ingredi-
ents makes Trail’s End #307 highly
attractive to deer throughout the
entire hunting season. As a market-
ing strategy for 2008, the 1 ounce
and 4 ounce blister carded amber
bottles are being shipped with the
label noting the 25th Anniversary of
the product. 

Wildlife Research Special Golden
Estrus contains super fresh doe
urine and estrus secretions taken
from mature does. Special Golden
Estrus Gel is the same product only
in a gel form. The Gel has the consis-
tency of honey making it long lasting
especially in bad weather. Both
products are collected and shipped
early in the fall and each 1 or 4
ounce, amber glass bottle is labeled
with its own serial number and “Use
by” date. 

Wildlife Research Trophy Leaf is

a break through new product that is
essentially a pre-scented dispenser
coming in a variety of odors. The
veined leaves are charged with deer
attracting scents and can be used
throughout the hunting season. A
hunter needs only to hang several
scent infused leaves downwind of
his stand using a flexible clasp sys-
tem attached to the end of each leaf.
Trophy Leaf comes in a set of four
leaves sealed in a plastic container.
To rejuvenate each Trophy Leaf after
use, the hunter simply places them
back in the container and closes the
lid. By the next morning they will be
recharged as more scent reaches the
surface, so they are ready for the next
day’s hunt.  

Wildlife Research Active-Scrape
is a blend of buck and doe urine
infused with estrus secretions. It is a
territorial scent designed to give a
dominant buck the notion a strange
buck has invaded his territory. This
scent comes in 1 or 4 ounce amber
glass bottles and can be poured right
on a scrape but, it is more effective
when dispensed from a scrape drip-
per. 

#1Select Estrus is natural doe
urine laced with
estrus secre-
tions and a
touch of musk
added to make
it even more
effective espe-

cially during the rut. This scent
comes in 1 ounce and 4 ounce blister
carded glass bottles.

Territorial intrusion scents are
highly effective and when used
properly, can bring in bucks with
regularity. Mega-Tarsal Plus is made
from tarsal musk, urine drippings,
and a secret special musk that when
used in real or mock scrapes, really
gets the dominant buck in the area
fired up. It is available in 1 ounce
blister carded amber bottles. 

Wildlife Research is so confident
hunters will like their products, it
offers to refund a customer’s money
up to the full-suggested retail price if
they are not satisfied. All they have to
do is to send back the bottle and its
remaining contents for a 100 percent
refund of the advertised retail price.
It’s a win-win situation for both deal-
er and customer. Contact: Wildlife
Research, 14485 Azurite St. N.W.,
Ramsey, MN, 55303. Phone (800)
USE-LURE (873-5873). 

Kevin Kishel, owner of Kishel’s
Quality Animal Scents and Lures in
Auburn, New York says his compa-
ny’s line of deer scents and other
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Trophy Leaf is a unique product having scent infused right into
the “leaf” itself. Custom venting provides greater scent carrying
capability and the special, flexible clips attach to a branch or
twig with no need for fasteners. Easily carried in a shirt or jack-
et pocket, Trophy Leaf comes in a variety of scents including sex,
food, and cover aromas.

Kevin Kishel owner of Kishel’s Quality Animal Scents and Lures
offers a compete line of deer attracting scents that he personally
formulates and then tests with his field staff. Kishel says Buck
Thrasher I is an excellent territorial scent while Buck Thrasher II is a
blend of musk and other quality natural ingredients with no syn-
thetic ingredients added. Doe Passion is a good scent with which to
lay scent trails and is extremely effective used in mock scrapes.
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lures are one of the highest quality
animal scents on the market today.
Kishel selects and uses only the
finest urines, glands, and musks
available. Kishel custom blends and
then field-tests each lure formula-
tion he sells. 

From concept to market, it takes
about three years before one of
Kishel’s lures are sold to the public.
The long wait is due to the fact Kishel
personally selects hunters, trappers,
and photographers to field test each
product. Based on their reports and
the results they achieve, the lures are
either scrapped or placed on the
market for sale to consumers. 

Kishel’s Buck Thrasher I contains
a complete lactone odor of tarsal,
which is an excellent territorial
infringement scent. This product is
best used during the rut but it can be
effective from the time bucks begin
to rub their antlers. Because this
scent may frighten subdominant
bucks, Kishel recommends using
only a few drops at a time. The prod-
uct is economical as well since any
unused portion can be capped and
saved for the next hunting season.
Buck Thrasher I comes packaged in 1
ounce glass bottles. 

Kishel’s Buck Thrasher II is a
blend of musk and other quality
ingredients that are highly appealing
to deer. Kishel says for maximum
effectiveness, the idea is just to get
the smell of this scent to the deer.
Hunters will like the idea it has an
unlimited shelf life and contains
only natural ingredients. It comes in
1 ounce glass bottles and can be
saved from season to season. 

Kishel’s Doe Passion is a careful-
ly formulated buck attractor con-
taining a blend of “hot” doe urine,
deer secretions, and extracts. It is
best used as a positioning or trailing
scent during and after the rut but it is
especially effective when placed in
real or mock scrapes. Doe Passion is
packaged in 1 ounce glass bottles
and any unused portion can be
saved for the following hunting sea-
son. 

Most seasoned deer hunters
know bucks may make scrapes at
any time of year especially early in
the fall. Toe Musk, packaged in 1

ounce glass bottles, was developed
specifically to keep bucks working
their early season scrapes or for use
later with a drag rag. This is a con-
centrated scent so only a few drops
are needed. 

Hunting over an active scrape
can be an exciting and effective way
to hunt deer and many hunters pre-
fer making their own scrapes in areas
deer are known to be active. Kishel
offers a complete Mock Scrape Kit
containing tarsal gland musk along

with interdigital and pre-orbital
scents that make a mock scrape as
effective as the real thing. Kishel’s
True Odor Gland Scent
Communicators have an unlimited
shelf life and an extremely low evap-
oration rate which means once they
are placed in the scrape, real or man-
made, they last a long time emitting
deer attracting odors 24 hours a day. 

The Mock Scrape Kit comes with
three 1 ounce bottles of musk, pre-
orbital, and interdigital gland scents

Circle 114 on Response Card

Tink’s® Power Scrape™ Mock Scrape Starter™

capitalizes on a buck’s curiosity and drive for 

territorial dominance. Apply Power Scrape 

to natural or mock scrapes one to two weeks prior to the season opening. This 

will peak the buck’s curiosity and is also a powerful scouting tool. Applying Power 

Scrape regularly conditions bucks to visit the location throughout the season.  

Try Power Scrape this season and be prepared for enhanced performance.

To learn more about Tink’s Power Scrape visit                                              tt t t tt ttt                                                             www.tinks69.com
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and can be capped for use in subse-
quent seasons. Each scent is also
sold separately and comes in 1
ounce glass bottles. For further
information contact: Kevin Kishel,
P.O. Box 162, East Aurora, New York
14052. Phone (716) 652-8953.

Black Widow Lures located in
Brooksville, Florida is a family
owned business run by Andrew and
Janice Bogulski and their five chil-
dren. The family bottles, labels and
packages the scent to ensure premi-
um quality products and a personal
touch. The company was the first to
differentiate between the northern
and southern sub species of white
tailed deer and consequently formu-
late and market their scents to be
most effective depending on the
geographic location of the hunter. 

Black Widow Lures does not
carry lure over from one year to the
next and they don’t add any fillers or
preservative to their lures. In addi-
tion, they are adamant about the
freshness of the product they sell
and every bottle is dated so the con-
sumer knows when it was collected. 

Black Widow Gold Label Hot-N-
Ready Lure is collected exclusively
from northern whitetails during the
peak of the breeding cycle. It is a

great scent to use for laying down a
scent trail and is intended for use in
the northern states. Black Widow
Red Label Lure is collected exclu-
sively from southern whitetails and
is intended for use in the southern
states. According to Bogulski, sci-
ence has proven there is a difference
in sexual secretions between
Northern and Southern deer, which
is why the company strives to offer
hunters the freshest and purest deer
lure from both regions. 

Black Widow Scrape-Master is a
50/50 mix of doe-in-estrus and buck
urine with tarsal and interdigital
gland scent added to increase its
effectiveness. Use this scent in a
mock scrape or from a scrape drip-
per for maximum effectiveness.
Scrape-Master is shipped in 3 ounce
amber plastic bottles. 

Black Widow Dominator con-
tains 100 percent pure buck urine
with tarsal and interdigital gland
secretions added for effectiveness.
The urine is collected from mature 3
1/2-year old bucks and can be used
early in the season. By making mock
scrapes as early as September on
trails leading to food sources, a
hunter can create a sign post for deer
which they will regularly visit. This
scent is best used in mock scrapes or

in a scent dripper. It comes packaged
in 1-1/4 and 3 ounce amber bottles. 

Bogulski recommends using
pure doe urine around a treestand
because it not only makes a great
curiosity scent, it puts deer at ease as
well. Deer naturally feel at ease if
they think other deer are near. Black
Widow Straight Doe Urine is 100 per-
cent pure non-estrus doe urine col-
lected fresh every season. For further
information contact: Black Widow
Lures, 7261 Madrid Rd., Brooksville,
FL, 34613. Phone (352)-592-5340.

Tink’s has been marketing prod-
ucts for over 30 years and has one of
America’s best selling brands of deer
lures. Tink’s #69 Doe-In-Rut Buck
Lure contains 100 percent natural

Black Widow Lures was the first company to differentiate between the northern and
southern sub-species of white tailed deer. Black Widow Gold Label lures are intended
for use in the northern states while Black Widow Red label lures are intended for use in
the southern states. All Black Widow Lures are freshness dated, packaged, labeled, and
bottled by hand to ensure premium quality products and a personal touch.

Tink’s Power Scrape is brand new for
2008 and is a powerful, buck attracting
synthetic scent designed for use through-
out the hunting season. Power Scrape
can be used before the season opens to
make mock scrapes and to condition deer
to return to a hunter’s stand. Later, it can
be used to freshen real scrapes. Moisture
will re-activate it so it will last throughout
the hunting season.
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doe estrus urine especially formulat-
ed to keep the product at its peak
level of performance throughout the
hunting season. Tink’s #69 Doe-In-
Rut Buck Lure comes in 1,2 and 4
ounce amber colored bottles with a
squirt top for easy application. It also
comes in a gel, which sticks to over-
hanging branches making it very
effective in all types of weather. 

Tink’s Trophy Buck Lure is 100
percent natural rutting buck urine
collected from dominant bucks and
reinforced with gland secretions
from the tarsal and interdigital
glands. The odor of a rutting buck
induces a territorial challenge to
another buck provoking him to seek
out the foreign buck. This is an excel-
lent product to use when rattling or
grunting. It comes packaged in 1,2,
and 4 ounce amber squirt top bottles
and is great to use in scrapes and
mock scrapes. A unique feature of
this product is that it comes pack-
aged with a freeze-dried tarsal gland
taken from a real buck. 

The secretions from a deer’s
interdigital gland, located between
its split hooves, allow deer to find
each other in the woods. A fawn sep-
arated from its mother will easily
find her by following the odor emit-
ted by the female’s interdigital secre-
tions when she walks. Bucks will also
follow a doe during the rut by follow-

ing the odors left by these glands.
Tink’s #4 Fresh Tracks contains inter-
digital gland secretions allowing a
hunter to lay down a scent trail to
attract both bucks and does. This
scent can be used all season long but
can be especially effective during the
rut when bucks are actively seeking
does. This scent comes in a blister-
carded package containing 1 ounce
of scent and a boot pad for laying
down the scent trail. 

Deer are curious animals with a
social nature so they become inter-
ested when they perceive the smell
of an alien deer in their vicinity.
Tink’s #1 Doe-P simulates the smell
of a new doe in the area and that
piques the curiosity of both does and
bucks. This product is 100 percent
doe urine and comes in 1 ounce
amber bottles with a convenient
squirt top for easy application. It is
especially effective prior to and after
the rut.   

Tink’s Draw 2 Deer Lure is
designed to attract bucks and does.
It is a versatile scent because it is
highly effective when it is used in a
scrape, on a drag rag, or on a scent
wick hung from a branch. It comes in
1 ounce bottles with a squirt top for
easy application. 

For 2008, Tink’s has come out
with several new products that are
sure to get the attention of hunters.
Tink’s Power Buck
Synthetic Buck Urine is a
time tested controlled
formulation that stimu-
lates aggression in
bucks. It is best used in
scrapes or mock scrapes
and won’t dry out
because moisture from
the ground or the air
continually reactivates
the formula. The product
comes in a 4 ounce
squirt top bottle with
bilingual packaging. 

The Tink’s #69-X
Synthetic Doe estrus is a
unique formulation
designed to break down
slowly and to release its
scent just like natural
doe estrus. This product
is best used in scrapes

and in mock scrapes. Just as with
Tink’s Power Buck Synthetic Buck
Urine, moisture will reactivate this
scent as well. It comes in a conve-
nient 4 ounce squirt top bottle with
bilingual packaging.

This year, the company intro-
duced Power Scrape Mock Scrape
Starter, which is a powerful synthetic
scent designed to be used through-
out the season. This formula capital-
izes on the natural curiosity of bucks
in the early season and on their drive
for territorial dominance during the
breeding season. Power Scrape is
offered in a 16 ounce value package
and contains enough to last the
entire season. 

Tink’s has an aggressive and
extensive year-long marketing pro-
gram, which includes advertising in
many leading publications, and
sponsorship of several popular out-
door television shows. In addition,
the company offers a free merchan-
dising display program for dealers.
Tink’s offers free floor stand displays.
It sells a along with hanging displays
and a 60-piece counter display of its
Doe-In-Rut Lure. The firm also has a
60-piece counter display containing
four of the best selling deer lures. For
further information contact: Tink’s,
10157 Industrial Drive, Covington,
GA 30014. Phone (800) 624-5988. 

Circle 229 on Response Card

Tink’s #4 Fresh Tracks Lure and Boot Pad
is designed to lead deer to a stand site
when they follow the scent trail laid down
by the boot pad. This product attracts
both bucks and does because deer are
naturally inclined to follow the scent laid
down by the interdigital glands of other
deer.
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Sam and Judi Collora founded
American Outdoors Inc. in Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa and began marketing
their Mrs. Doe Pee line of lures in
1991. The deer urine is collected
from their own herd of deer and
shipped semi-frozen in ice packed
coolers to dealers across the country.
There the estrus urine can be kept in
eye-catching, small glass fronted
refrigerators until sold. (The refriger-
ators are available through the scent
firm.)

Judi Collora, a nurse by profes-
sion, explained how the deer urine is
collected. “All urine is basically ster-
ile but it can be contaminated if it
comes in contact with fecal material
because bacteria can be intro-
duced,” she said.  “Bacteria are what
cause things to spoil so we take great
pains to insure our deer urine
remains pure,” she added. She also
told us the stainless steel floors of
their collection facility are high pres-
sure washed each night so the urine
never touches or mixes with the deer
droppings. 

To preserve the potency of the
estrus doe urine and to ensure the
freshest lure possible, Collora and
her husband worked with the
Pharmaceutical Depart-ment at the
University of Iowa to develop a

patented method for freeze drying
their deer urine making it last indef-
initely. When re-constituted with
distilled water (provided), the result-
ing urine is as fresh as the day it was
collected. Collora explained recon-
stituted freeze dried human urine is
used in the medical field to calibrate
urinanalysis machines and as evi-
dence in some court cases when it
may be needed years later.  “Freeze
drying powerful estrus doe urine so
that it can last indefinitely only
made sense,” Collora added. 

Mrs. Doe Pee Buck Tarsal, Mock
Scrape, Fresh Doe, Doe-In-Estrus,
and Buck-In-Rut Lures are all avail-
able freeze dried and all but Buck
Tarsal and Mock Scrape are available
as fresh liquid as well. For additional
information contact: American
Outdoors Inc., 603 Redbud Ridge,
Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641. Phone (319)
385-3875. 

Pete Rickard from Cobleskill,
New York developed Original Indian
Buck Lure in 1934 and it is as popu-
lar today as it was more than 70 years
ago. Today, Pete Rickard’s Inc. still
produces the Original Indian Buck
Lure but offers a number of other
deer attracting scents as well. Indian

Doe Urine is a popular cover scent
used to put deer at ease around a
hunter’s stand while Rickard’s Tarsal
Gland Scent is designed to arouse
the curiosity of bucks.  Doe-In-Heat
Premium Buck Lure is 100 percent
pure estrus doe urine with natural
pheromones, hormones, and
steroids added for increased effec-
tiveness. 

In addition, Rickard’s offers
their Super Doe Gel Buck Lure
because a gel lasts longer on rainy
days when the hunting is likely to be
better. Rickard’s also offers Rutting
Buck Urine which is an “intruder”
scent. According to Pete Rickard’s
Product Manager, Woody Holmes,
“One whiff and a dominant buck
stops thinking straight.”  For addi-
tional information contact: Pete
Rickard Inc., 115 Roy Walsh Rd.,
Cobleskill, NY 12043. Phone (518)
243-2731.

Code Blue, LLC, in Atmore,
Alabama offers hunters several
unique innovations in their lure
products. Each bottle of Code Blue
contains secretions from a single
deer so two hunters in the same
woods will always be hunting with
two different scents that may be dis-

Mrs. Doe Pee Fresh Estrus Urine is collect-
ed under sanitary conditions so that the
bacteria causing deterioration is kept
away from the urine. The estrus urine is
bottled, frozen to slush, and shipped to
dealers in ice filled coolers. Glass fronted
refrigerators promote the product while
keeping it fresh in dealer’s stores.

Code Blue Standing estrus is certified to contain urine taken from an estrus doe a buck
has attempted to breed. Each 1.5 ounce bottle is labeled with the number of the deer
from which it was taken. Dealers will like the attractive 24-bottle display rack. There is
a limited supply of this product available each hunting season so hunters will likely
stock up early.
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tinguishable to deer. 
Code Blue is not a blend of

urines, gland secretions, or
pheromones collected from many
animals instead, every bottle of Code

Blue Lure is marked with the inde-
pendent certification number of the
deer from which it was collected.
Code Blue’s Standing estrus contains
“peak” estrus urine from a standing
estrus doe and is certified that a
buck has already come to or was
attempting to breed her. The urine is
collected using the company’s state-
of-the-art patented process and is
then documented that the attempt-
ed breed act actually occurred.
Dealers will like the fact this scent
comes in an eye-catching 24 count
display case where each bottle is pre-
sented in its own royal blue display
box. 

Code Blue also offers Doe estrus,
Buck Urine, Doe Urine, and Tarsal
Gland Lure which hunters can use to
make mock scrapes, lay down scent
trails or to freshen real scrapes. The
company also offers these products
in a gel form making them excellent
all weather scents. For convenience
and ease of application, each bottle
of Gel Lure comes with a special
swab applicator making it easy to
“paint” scent on
branches, drag
rags, or vegeta-
tion. For further

information contact: Code Blue,
LLC, 101 North Carney St., Atmore,
AL 36502. Phone (251) 368-4089.

Border Crossing Scents located
in Davison, Michigan understands
the power and uniqueness of a deer’s
sense of smell. Their powerful VS-1
Estrus Scent combines the vaginal
secretions from a single doe at the
peak of her estrus cycle with pure
estrus doe urine. The company
claims the resulting product is one of
the most potent, powerful buck
attractants available to hunters any-
where. VS-1 comes in two different
formulas, liquid and a patented solid
stick, similar to a deodorant stick.
The company starts shipping the liq-
uid in September and it must be kept
refrigerated. VS-1 in the patented
stick formulation needs no refrigera-
tion since it encapsulates the estrus
pheromones until they are applied
in the field. Evaporation of the prod-
uct releases the pheromones so the
odor dissipates throughout the
hunting area. The advantages are

Circle 131 on Response Card

Border Crossing Scents offers its VS-1 in two forms. The 1
ounce liquid scent contains vaginal secretions collected from an
estrus doe. The secretions are then combined with estrus urine
making it one of the most potent deer attracting scents on the
market. VS-1 liquid must be kept refrigerated to preserve its
freshness.

VS-1 also comes in a patented 2 ounce Solid Stick Formula
which encapsulates the estrus pheromones until a hunter
applies the product in the field. Evaporation releases the
pheromones around the hunting site. The Solid Stick formula-
tion makes it easy to use and spill-proof.

Pete Rickard has been known in the ani-
mal scent business for over 70 years. The
company offers a number of deer scents
that remain popular with hunters
throughout the country. Tarsal Gland
Scent is a great territorial infringement
scent that can be used all season long.
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ease of use with a re-sealable con-
tainer and no spilling or leaking. For
further information contact: Border
Crossing Scents, P.O. Box 219,
Davison, MI, 48423. Phone (888)
653-2759.

Robinson Outdoors Inc. pro-
duces Still Steamin’ Doe Estrus,
Rutting Buck, and All-Season Deer
Urine in amber glass 2 ounce bottles
that are wax sealed to ensure maxi-
mum potency and freshness.
Collected daily at the peak of the
breeding season, each bottle of Still
Steamin’ urine contains the scent
from a single animal. This means a
hunter is using a fresh and unique
scent while hunting. The All-Season
Urine is designed as a calming scent
and can be used all season while the
Doe Estrus is most effective when
used to lay down a scent trail or to
freshen a scrape. The Still Steamin’
Rutting Buck Urine is most effective
when used in a scrape or as a territo-
rial infringement scent. 

Robinson Outdoors also pro-

duces a unique product they call
Buck Semen which is artificially
made deer semen containing natur-
al ingredients mimicking the real
thing. This product is designed to
imitate the odor of a breeding buck
and to get other bucks really fired up.
For scrape hunting, the company’s
Combination Buck Semen and Doe
Estrus Urine is a hard combination
to beat. Contact: Robinson Outdoors
Inc., 110 North Park Drive, Cannon
Falls, MN 55009. Phone (800) 397-
1927.

Since its inception 12 years ago,
S & P Game Farm Scents located in
Hennepin, Illinois has been a region-
al company specializing in produc-
ing high quality deer scent. This year,
company owner Scott Urinikis told
ArrowTrade the company has gone
national in the sale and distribution
of its deer scent products through
archery pro shops. 

Most high quality deer scent is
urine based and S & P’s scents are no
different. What does make S & P
scents different from the others is
that urine from non-estrus and
estrus does, along with urine taken

from rutting bucks, is collected, bot-
tled, and frozen. Frozen urine
ensures the hunter is getting the
freshest, most potent deer lure pos-
sible. The frozen product is shipped
only during the months of August
through December. 

Unless urine is treated with a
preservative, bacteria will quickly
break it down rendering it far less
effective than fresh urine. To insure
their deer urine remains potent, S &
P collects it twice daily during the
height of the season. Once collected, it
is immediately filtered, bottled, and
frozen to stop the deterioration
process. The result is deer urine with
all the pheromones intact and one
with no ammonia build up. To use on

Circle 225 on Response Card

Robinson
Outdoors offers its
line of Still Steamin’
deer scent taken
from does through-
out the year and
during their short
estrus cycle.
Unique among deer
scents is the compa-
ny’s synthetic Buck
Semen that mimics
the real thing. Buck
Semen is designed
to simulate the
smell of breeding
bucks especially
when it is used with
Still Steamin’
Premium Doe Estrus
Urine.

Doc's Breeding Pair Deer Scent is taken
from one pair of breeding deer and collect-
ed only several weeks each year. This
product comes in 1 ounce bottles and has
limited availability due to the difficulty in
securing designated breeding pairs of
deer. This scent is a sellout every year so
customers will want to get theirs early.
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a hunt, a hunter simply thaws the
frozen product and keeps it cool.
When handled this way the scent will
remain potent and fresh for 7 to 10
days. 

There is no yearly carry over of
any scent and dealers get full dollar
value credit for any leftover product
on the following year order. If a deal-
er doesn’t have a freezer to keep the
product in the store, S & P offers a
program to help him acquire one. 

S & P offers several frozen prod-
ucts that can be used throughout the
season. Early Season (non-estrus)
doe urine is designed as an attrac-
tant scent that builds confidence
during the early part of the season. 

Regular (non-rut) Buck Urine is
a product best used as a territorial
infringement scent and to make
mock scrapes before the rut begins.
Scrape Mix contains buck urine and
a variety of gland secretions making
it an effective deer attractant when
used in real or mock scrapes after the
rut begins. 

Estrus Scent is a doe in heat
scent that is effective beginning in
late October and through the
November rut.

S & P also offers its Grizzlies line
of scents in two additional forms.
Grizzlies scents come in either a
refrigerated (non-frozen) form con-
taining no preservatives or in a “clam

shell package” where state of the art
medical technology is used to stabi-
lize these products for display on a
dealer’s peg board. They are ideal for
the hunter who wants the best with-
out the slight inconvenience of deal-
ing with a frozen product. 

Collected during the current sea-
son, S & P Grizzlies are available in the
same buck, doe, and doe in estrus
scents as are the frozen products and,
like the frozen products, S & P refriger-
ated Grizzlies are offered with a prod-
uct exchange program so the dealer
never has to carry over old stock. 

For further information contact
S & P Game Farm Scents toll free at
(877) 314-0043. 

Doc’s Deer Farm in Cortland,
Ohio produces products that are
guaranteed to be pure, fresh, and not
to contain any additives or preserva-
tives. Keith “Doc” Ainsley begins col-
lecting and blending deer lure every
fall when the does are in heat and
the bucks are in rut. To keep the
product fresh, Doc’s urines never
leave refrigerated temperatures until
minutes before they are bottled.
Once in the bottle, the urine is
placed back under refrigeration.
Doc’s Double Doe Urine is a patent-
ed blend of doe urine taken from two
different deer prior to the rut. It is
available in a 4 ounce bottle or in a
2.5 ounce aerosol spray. 

Doc’s Breeding Pair Lure is col-
lected from a breeding pair of deer
and has a limited availability
because of the difficulty in collecting
it. Doc’s Extreme Heat Urine is the
company’s bestseller and becomes
available about the middle of

October. It is available in 2 and 4
ounce bottles as well as a 2.5 ounce
aerosol spray. 

Doc’s Dominant Buck Urine is
collected from 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 year
old bucks and is intended to make a
dominant buck more aggressive. It is
available in 4 ounce bottles begin-
ning in September. 

Dealers should note Doc’s pro-
vides point of purchase support by
offering customized banners,
posters, in-line shelf talkers, and end
caps. Doc’s also offers a 100 percent
buy back to dealers. Contact: Doc’s
Deer Farm and Scents, 986 Tibbetts-
Wick Road, Girard, OH 44420. Phone
(330) 638-9507.

Conclusion
Like a hunter’s bow and arrow,

deer scent can be considered an
important tool for gaining an advan-
tage when hunting. To tip the odds
for success in their favor, smart
hunters are carrying several scents
with them and they know how to use
them properly. Any shop selling
archery equipment should have a
spot reserved for a scent display and
be ready to offer advice on its use if
asked. 

Deer hunters have come to real-
ize scents work so, it stands to reason
scents belong not only in the deer
woods but on store shelves as well.
Coupled with a line of scent killing
soaps, deodorants, odor eliminators,
and scent inhibiting clothing, a shop
owner can increase sales while aid-
ing his customers in having a suc-
cessful season. It doesn’t get any bet-
ter than that. 

Circle 227 on Response Card

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

“We hold these truths to be      
self-evident, that not all strings 

are created equal.”

Winner’s Choice uses a unique proprietary 
process that other string companies have 
tried to copy, but none can equal. We have 
set the industry standards for quality, 
customer service and our one year limited 
warranty.  “If you are looking for the world’s 
best bowstring there is only one choice”

Doc’s Extreme
Heat Urine
comes in 2 and 4
ounce amber
glass bottles as
well as a 2.5
ounce multiple
use aerosol.
Each bottle con-
tains urine from
two deer, which
is collected two
to three times a
day.
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